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Abstract: In recent years, the development of hydrogen energy has been widely discussed, particularly
in combination with renewable energy sources, enabling the production of “green” hydrogen. With
the significant increase in wind power generation, a promising solution for obtaining green hydrogen
is the development of wind-to-hydrogen (W2H) systems. However, the high proportion of wind
power and electrolyzers in a large-scale W2H system will bring about the problem of renewable energy
consumption and frequency stability reduction. This paper analyzes the operational characteristics
and economic feasibility of mainstream electrolyzers, leading to the proposal of a coordinated
hydrogen production scheme involving both a proton exchange membrane (PEM) electrolyzer and an
alkaline (ALK) electrolyzer. Subsequently, a coordinated control based on Model Predictive Control
(MPC) is proposed for system frequency regulation in a large-scale W2H islanded microgrid. Finally,
simulation results demonstrate that the system under PEM/ALK electrolyzers coordinated control
not only flexibly accommodates fluctuating wind power but also maintains frequency stability in
the face of large disturbances. Compared with the traditional system with all ALK electrolyzers, the
frequency deviation of this system is reduced by 25%, the regulation time is shortened by 80%, and
the demand for an energy storage system (ESS) is reduced. The result validates the effectiveness of
MPC and the benefits of the PEM/ALK electrolyzers coordinated hydrogen production scheme.

Keywords: proton exchange membrane electrolyzer; alkaline electrolyzer; wind-to-hydrogen;
coordinated control; frequency regulation; model predictive control

1. Introduction

Currently, to reduce the carbon intensity of electricity production and accelerate
the development of a renewable-based power system, there is a significant increase in
the number of renewable-energy generation units [1]. Among them, wind energy is
receiving considerable attention and is regarded as one of the most promising methods
for obtaining environmentally clean energy [2]. However, the current power systems face
challenges with insufficient capacity to consume renewable energy generation, leading
to wind power curtailment and other phenomena. Hydrogen, as a new type of energy
carrier, possesses advantages such as cleanliness, scalable long-term storage capability,
and versatile applications [3]. Utilizing renewable energy for hydrogen production can
effectively improve the renewable energy consumption [4].

Therefore, renewable-energy-based hydrogen has promising applications in many
fields. They have been widely researched for applications such as telecom-tower power
supply needs [5], aviation [6], metallurgy decarbonization [7], and chemical production [8].
On the other hand, without the additional costs and risks of grid connection, offshore wind
power and high-proportion wind power island microgrids are being utilized to produce
hydrogen on a large scale [9]. Therefore, the W2H microgrid has become highly promising.
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However, compared with the traditional grids, the W2H microgrid has a higher propor-
tion of renewable energy installed capacity and electricity, leading to reduced inertia [10],
insufficient standby capacity of frequency modulation [11], and increased disturbance
power [12], which are important reasons for the frequency stability of the grid. As a con-
trollable load, electric hydrogen production shows excellent potential in restraining power
fluctuation of renewable energy sources and participating in power grid regulation [13].
Therefore, studying how to fully leverage the regulation capability of renewable-energy-
based hydrogen production systems and optimizing system control strategies is currently a
research hotspot.

In [14], a two-level hierarchical control is designed for the autonomous wind-based
hydrogen production system. It aims to increase the hydrogen production as much as
possible without reducing the operative life of the battery bank. In [15], a coordinated
control strategy is presented for a hydrogen production system considering the regulation
characteristics of the electrolyzer, maintaining power balance in the renewable-based power
systems, and mitigating the DC voltage wave motion. In [16], a novel energy dispatch-
ing based on MPC is presented for off-grid hybrid systems composed of photovoltaic
systems/wind turbines/hydrogen/batteries. In [17], a methodology is presented for multi-
objective optimization of wind turbine/battery/electrolyzer systems for decentralized clean
hydrogen production, which adapts to low wind speed conditions. It achieves reliable
hydrogen supply demand under intermittent wind power generation with minimal pro-
duction cost and environmental impact. Meng et al. analyzed the operating characteristics
of the electrolyzers and fuel cells in depth, then formulated the system energy management
strategy, comprehensively considering the operating characteristics of each device [18].
In [19], a control strategy based on segmented fuzzy control is proposed to solve the issue of
the low hydrogen production efficiency from wind power, along with the establishment of
an optimal scheduling model for W2H systems considering hydrogen production efficiency.
The main focus of the cited literature is on the energy management of renewable-based
hydrogen production systems on the long-term operational scale, achieving the highest
efficiency of the electrolyzer operation, the highest energy utilization rate of the renewable
energy, and the lowest hydrogen production cost.

Currently, the research on the renewable-based hydrogen production systems mainly
covers two time scales. The research on a short-term operational scale mainly considers the
balance of the system power, and the voltage and frequency stability of the renewable-based
hydrogen production systems. I.A. Razzhivin et al. investigated the influence of synthetic
inertia on the dynamic stability of electric power systems and the transient process as a
whole, and proposed a method to enhance the stability of the W2H system by utilizing the
synthetic inertia of wind turbines [20]. Jinho Kim maintains system stability by employing
grid-forming control on the wind turbines and the DC side of the W2H system. The system
achieves maximum efficiency by providing synergistic control between the hydrogen
systems and the grid-forming wind-turbine-generator [21]. In [22], a power management
method is proposed for a DC microgrid. This method aims to achieve smooth power
sharing, reduce current ripple, and ensure system stability under uncertainties arising from
renewable energy sources and loads.

In reality, the large-scale electrolyzers used in production are primarily ALK electrolyz-
ers, which have slow dynamic responses. Some studies have taken this characteristic into
consideration. In [23], a power allocation and alternate control method is proposed for the
electrolyzer array of an off-grid W2H system, considering the operational characteristics
of ALK electrolyzers. The control strategy allocates the different electrolytic cells to the
specific operation mode based on the fluctuation of wind power prediction to maintain the
cell working consistency. In [24], when discussing the strategy of improving the efficiency
of hydrogen production based on wind energy through electrolytic cells, the start–stop con-
ditions of ALK electrolyzers are considered. On the other hand, the currently commercially
used PEMs do not have the aforementioned drawbacks and are very helpful for supporting
grid stability. R.S. et al. analyzed the dynamic hydrogen production characteristics of a
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PEM electrolyzer coupled with wind power and affirmed the rapid electrical response char-
acteristics of a PEM electrolyzer and its superior matching characteristics with fluctuating
power sources [25]. Kang and Duan utilized the characteristics of PEM electrolyzers to
enhance the stability and efficiency of the photovoltaic hydrogen production system [26].
In [27], a power management system architecture to achieve voltage stability was designed
for a DC microgrid consisting of PEM and ALK electrolyzers, ESS, and a photovoltaic sys-
tem. There have been numerous studies aimed at maintaining the stability of W2H systems.
But, challenges persist, such as system complexity, inefficiency, or the mismatch of dynamic
characteristics, which hinder the practical application of large-scale hydrogen production.

The purpose of this study is to realize the renewable energy consumption and sup-
port frequency stability of the hydrogen production system, so this study focuses on the
coordinated control of multiple units in a short time scale. Many mature control methods
are used in hydrogen production systems. In [28], the strategy based on state machine
control (SMC) is proposed to achieve coordinated control of the renewable-based hydrogen
production systems, which is both simple and reliable. The MPC proposed in [29] effec-
tively handles uncertainties and constraints in the hydrogen production systems. The fuzzy
control proposed in [30] simplifies the model design process of the hydrogen production
system. Considering that SMC will become complicated with the increase in the scale of a
hydrogen production system and fuzzy control depends on actual engineering data [31],
MPC was adopted in this study.

This paper fully utilizes the adjustable capability of the electrolyzers and combines the
dynamic response characteristics of PEM and ALK electrolyzers. It proposes a coordinated
control scheme for PEM and ALK electrolyzers in the W2H islanded microgrid. Consider-
ing actual production conditions, utilizing the advantages of MPC in handling constraints
ensures the system operates within a safe and efficient operational range. This scheme
achieves flexible integration of wind energy resources into the hydrogen production system
and enhances the frequency support capability of a high-penetration, renewable energy
source islanded microgrid. This scheme can help absorb wind power, reduce the ESS invest-
ment for supporting the stability of grid and wind power consumption, which is of scientific
interest and has practical application value to the large-scale green hydrogen industry.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: the design of the W2H islanded
microgrid is given in Section 2, the simulation results are given in Section 3, and the
conclusion is given in Section 4.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Electrolyzer

At present, ALK and PEM electrolyzer technologies have matured and are poised
to become the mainstream choices for large-scale renewable hydrogen production. The
performance and economic characteristics of ALK and PEM electrolyzers are shown in
Table 1 [32–35].

It can be observed that the overall technical indicators of ALK and PEM electrolyzers
are quite close, with a PEM electrolyzer exhibiting better dynamic response speed, enabling
it to dampen the power change in a renewable-energy-based system. The dynamic re-
sponse speed of ALK electrolyzers is slow, and it is basically difficult to play the same role.
However, both the equipment and operational costs of PEM electrolyzers are higher than
those of ALK, and PEM electrolyzers also have worse durability than ALK electrolyzers.
Considering the performance and economics of ALK and PEM electrolyzers mentioned
above, the synergistic hydrogen production using both ALK and PEM electrolyzer tech-
nologies can achieve flexible integration of renewable energy, provide frequency support
capabilities, and simultaneously reduce the ESS cost for supporting the stability of the grid
and wind power consumption. At present, the promising vanadium flow batteries used in
the large-scale ESS cost EUR 700–1200 €/kWh [36], which also affects the cost of hydrogen
production. Therefore, the scheme can also reduce the cost of the hydrogen production
system when the cost of an ESS is higher than the cost difference between PEM and ALK
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electrolyzers. This scheme will likely emerge as the optimal route for large-scale renewable
hydrogen production in the future.

Table 1. Comparison of ALK and PEM electrolyzers, and classification by advantages.

Performance and Economic Characteristics ALK PEM

ALK Better

Lifetime (kh) 55–120 60–100
Efficiency degradation (%/a) 0.25–1.5 0.5–2.5

Investment costs (€/kW) 800–1500 1400–2100
Maintenance costs (% of investment costs per

year) 2–3 3–5

Nominal stack efficiency (%) 63–71 60–68

PEM Better

Load flexibility (% of nominal load) 20–120 0–120
Cell area (m2) <3.6 <0.13

Typical pressure (bar) 10–30 50–80
Hydrogen purity (%) 99.8 >99.99

System response Seconds Milliseconds
Operating temperature (◦C) 60–80 50–80

The coordinated control strategy of PEM/ALK electrolyzers employed in this pa-
per considers the dynamic response characteristics of both electrolyzers. It assumes that
the PEM load has real-time response capability within the system, while the ALK elec-
trolyzer load has a dynamic response rate of 5%/s. The rapid response capability of a PEM
electrolyzer allows it to adapt to rapid changes in system power and provide frequency
regulation, thus prioritizing the use of the PEM electrolyzer load for power balance. In
practice, the cessation of electrolyzers can impact the safety and economy of industrial
production, so this study set the electrolyzers to work at a power range of 20–120%. The-
oretically, if a PEM electrolyzer can effectively mitigate system power fluctuations with
a higher proportion of ALK electrolyzers, the system’s hydrogen production cost would
be lower, making the solution more favorable. However, this paper only investigates the
effectiveness of PEM/ALK electrolyzers coordinated control scheme. To simplify matters,
the power of PEM and ALK electrolyzers is assumed to be the same.

2.2. Microgrid System Overview

As is shown in Figure 1, this paper investigates a W2H islanded microgrid composed
of a micro-generator, wind farms, ALK electrolyzers, PEM electrolyzers, and an ESS. The
information and control signals of each unit are accepted and transmitted by the control
center. The mathematical schematic of the W2H islanded microgrid is illustrated in Figure 2.
In the system studied in this paper, hydrogen production is mainly supplied by wind energy
and participates in the load frequency control. Considering the maximum utilization of
wind power, wind turbines do not participate in the load frequency control. Instead, their
intermittent and fluctuating output is treated as a disturbance variable in the islanded
microgrid. When the hydrogen production cannot consume the renewable energy in time,
or the renewable energy output is not enough to meet the minimum working conditions
of the hydrogen production, the ESS will play a role. Additionally, this study mainly
focuses on the supporting capability of load frequency control for the islanded microgrid.
Therefore, the generator mainly provides inertia in the system and does not actively respond
to power disturbances.
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The system is assumed to contain one micro-generator, one ESS, Nw wind farms, NALK
ALK electrolyzers, and NPEM PEM electrolyzers. The dynamic of frequency deviation of
this system can be described as follows [37]:

∆
.
f = − D

2H
∆ f − 1

2H
(−∆PG − ∆PE − ∆Pw +

NPEM

∑
a=1

∆PPEM,a +
NALK

∑
b=1

∆PALK,b) (1)

where ∆PG, ∆PE, ∆Pw, ∆PPEM,a, and ∆PALK,b represent the variation in the generator, ESS,
wind power, PEM electrolyzers, and ALK electrolyzers, respectively; H and D represent the
inertia constant of the generator and the load-damping coefficient, respectively.

The system mainly contributes to the control of load frequency through the coordinated
control of the ALK electrolyzers, PEM electrolyzers, and ESS. The power variations of these
three components exhibit similar dynamic characteristics within the system, as represented
in the frequency domain below [38]:

∆PE(s) =
KE

1 + TEs
U(s) (2)
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∆PPEM,a(s) =
KPEM,a

1 + TPEM,as
U(s) (3)

∆PALK,b(s) =
KALK,b

1 + TALK,bs
U(s) (4)

where, KPEM,a, KALK,b, and TPEM,a, TALK,b represent the dynamic response coefficient and
time constant of ALK and PEM electrolyzers, respectively; KE and TE denote the charge and
discharge coefficient and time constant of the ESS, respectively; U represents the control
signal received from the control center.

Assuming we ignore the time delay caused by communication links, the dynamic
characteristics in the time domain are described as follows:

∆
.
PE =

−1
TE

∆PE +
KE
TE

U (5)

∆
.
PPEM,a =

−1
TPEM,a

∆PPEM,a +
KPEM,a

TPEM,a
U (6)

∆
.
PALK,b =

−1
TALK,b

∆PALK,b +
KALK,b

TALK,b
U (7)

2.3. Model Predictive Control

Model Predictive Control relies on a dynamic model of the system to predict state
variables to control output. Combining the optimization process with the ability to deal
with constraints within a limited time frame makes MPC a suitable choice for controlling
complex systems. The MPC calculates future control signals by optimizing a cost function
that includes the system model as well as the current and past signals of the system [39].

This paper utilizes the MPC method to generate control signals for the W2H system,
contributing to the frequency regulation while optimizing a suitable cost function. Various
constraint conditions are also considered during the optimization of the cost function, such
as power constraints and power variation rate constraints of the electrolyzers.

From Equations (1), and (5) to (7), the following discrete-time state-space equation can
be derived [40,41]: {

x(k + 1) = Ax(k) + BU(k) + D∆Pw(k)
f = Cx(k)

(8)

where x(k) =
[
∆ f , ∆PG, ∆PE, ∆PALK,1, . . . , ∆PALK,NALK , ∆PPEM,1, . . . , ∆PPEM,NPEM

]T repre-
sents the vector of system state variables. A, B, C, and D represent the matrices given as
follows:

A =



− D
2H

1
2H

1
2H − 1

2H · · · − 1
2H − 1

2H · · · − 1
2H

− 1
R∗Tg

− 1
Tg

0 0 · · · 0 0 · · · 0

0 0 − 1
TE

0 · · · 0 0 · · · 0
0 0 0 − 1

TALK,1
· · · 0 0 · · · 0

...
...

...
. . . . . .

0 0 0 0 · · · − 1
TALK,NALK

0 · · · 0

0 0 0 0 · · · 0 − 1
TPEM,1

· · · 0
...

...
...

. . . . . .
0 0 0 0 · · · 0 0 · · · − 1

TPEM,NPEM



,
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B =



0
Kg
KE

KALK,1
...

KALK,NALK
KPEM,1

...
KPEM,NPEM


, C =


1
0
...
0

, D =


1

2H
0
...
0

 (9)

The above model is used to predict the system response over three prediction horizons.
After receiving the measured value f, the MPC provides a control signal U to ensure that
the system output f approaches the reference output fref as closely as possible with the
minimum control effort. Then, setting the reference value to zero, the control signal is
generated to achieve the optimal value for the following objective function:

min
U

p

∑
k=0

Q f ( f (k + 1)− fre f (k + 1))2 +
c

∑
k=0

QU(∆U(k))2 (10)

where Qf and QU represent the weighting factors assigned to the input and output of the
MPC, respectively; p and c represent the prediction and control horizons, respectively. And,
the ESS power, the power, and power variation rate of ALK and PEM electrolyzers are
subjected to the following constraints:

PE,min ≤ PE ≤ PE,max (11)

PPEM,a,min ≤ PPEM,a ≤ PPEM,a,max (12)

∆PPEM,a,min ≤ ∆PPEM,a ≤ ∆PPEM,a,max, a = 1, 2, . . . NPEM (13)

PALK,b,min ≤ PALK,b ≤ PALK,b,max (14)

∆PALK,b,min ≤ ∆PALK,b ≤ ∆PALK,b,max, b = 1, 2, . . . NALK (15)

Pmin <
NPEM

∑
a=1

PPEM,a +
NALK

∑
b=1

PALK,b < Pmax (16)

where PE,min, PE,max, PPEM,a,min, PPEM,a,max, PALK,b,min, and PALK,b,max limit the minimum
and maximum values of the ESS, each PEM electrolyzer, and each ALK electrolyzer power
output over the prediction and control horizons, respectively; ∆PPEM,a,min, ∆PPEM,a,max,
∆PALK,b,min and ∆PALK,b,max limit the minimum and maximum values of each PEM elec-
trolyzer and each ALK electrolyzer power variation within each control and prediction
horizon, used to constrain the power variation rate, respectively. Each PEM and ALK
electrolyzer independently establish their upper and lower limits for output, as well as
constraints on the rate of variation. Pmin and Pmax limit the minimum and maximum values
of the total power of all electrolytic cells.

2.4. Verification Scenario

To validate the effectiveness of the PEM/ALK electrolyzers coordinated control scheme
proposed in this paper, the system simulation model was built as shown in Figure 1 using
Matlab/Simulink R2023a. The simulation model contains three PEMs and three ALK
electrolyzers, with a rated power ratio of 2:2:1, having different constraint conditions. For
details about simulation parameters, see Appendix A.

In the simulation, the disturbances are classified into two categories: the power con-
sumed by loads and the power generated by wind farms. Both are randomly generated. To
disturb the system highly, two opposing square wave signals are added in the load distur-
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bance. Subsequently, simulation analysis will be conducted separately for the two types of
interference in the system.

3. Results
3.1. Results under Wind Power Disturbance

The simulation results under wind power disturbances are presented in Figure 3, illus-
trating the wind power disturbance, the frequency deviation of the system, and the power
variations of the PEM electrolyzers, ALK electrolyzers, and ESS. The power waveforms
shown in the figure are presented relative to the increase or decrease in system power.
Therefore, in the wind power waveform, positive values indicate insufficient system power,
meaning a decrease in wind power generation, requiring a corresponding decrease in
power for hydrogen production loads. Negative values indicate surplus system power,
meaning an increase in wind power generation, requiring a corresponding increase in
power for hydrogen production loads. Throughout the entire simulation period of 0–10 s,
the wind power fluctuates between −0.4 and 0.4 p.u. When the wind power fluctuates
between −0.2 and 0.4 p.u, PEM3 responds promptly, dampening the power fluctuations
and maintaining system frequency stability. When the wind power fluctuates between −0.4
and −0.2 p.u, PEM3 reaches its maximum operating power limit and still cannot absorb
the excess system power. At this point, PEM1 and PEM2 increase their operating power
to collectively dampen the system power fluctuations and maintain system frequency
stability. Throughout the process, as the PEM electrolyzer is sufficient to dampen wind
power fluctuations, the ALK electrolyzers and ESS experience minimal power changes,
still keeping the maximum frequency deviation of the system below 0.01 Hz, maintaining
system stability.
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As a comparison, replacing the PEM electrolyzers with ALK electrolyzers in the
system while maintaining other conditions as the same, the system response is shown
in Figure 4. It can be observed that in the face of wind power fluctuations, due to its
limited dynamic response speed, the ALK electrolyzers cannot dampen power fluctuations.
The participation of the ESS is required to maintain the frequency stability of the system.
During this process, the maximum frequency deviation of the system exceeds 0.02 Hz,
and the maximum power of ESS reaches 0.5 p.u. Compared with Figure 3, the ability of
the all-ALK-electrolyzer W2H system to dampen wind power fluctuations is poorer, and
the system frequency stability is also inferior. To enhance the frequency stability of the
system, it is necessary to increase the ESS capacity or replace the ALK electrolyzers with
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more flexible controllable loads. Considering hydrogen production efficiency and system
responsiveness, replacing some ALK electrolyzers with PEMs is evidently beneficial.
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3.2. Results under Large Load Disturbance

On top of the wind power disturbance, step load disturbances of ±1.5 p.u are intro-
duced at 2 s and 4 s, respectively. The simulation results, shown in Figure 5, illustrate the
overall disturbances, frequency deviations, and the power variations of the PEM electrolyz-
ers, ALK electrolyzers, and ESS. From 0 to 2 s, during disturbances caused by wind power
fluctuations, the power of PEM3, with its lower rated power, varies accordingly to main-
tain system frequency stability. At this point, the PEM electrolyzer responds promptly to
mitigate the impact of wind power fluctuations, thereby essentially maintaining the system
frequency deviation, while the power of the other PEM electrolyzers, ALK electrolyzers,
and ESSs remain relatively constant. At 2 s, there is a sudden increase in system load power,
resulting in a drop in system frequency. The power of all three PEMs decreases accord-
ingly, with the power of PEM3 reduced to the minimum operating level. Consequently,
the system frequency stabilizes within a short time. From 2 to 4 s, to maintain system
frequency stability, PEM1 and PEM2 will adjust their power output in response to the
wind power disturbance, as PEM3 has reached its minimum operating power. At 4 s, the
system load power suddenly decreases, causing the system frequency to rise. The power
of all three PEMs quickly increases to the upper limit of their operating power, yet they
are unable to suppress the system’s power variations. At this point, the power of all three
ALK electrolyzers increases slowly due to dynamic response speed limitations, while ESS
charges to consume excess system power, maintaining system frequency stability. As the
power of the ALK electrolyzers increase, the power of the ESS decreases accordingly until
ESS stops charging. From 4 to 10 s, facing wind power disturbance, the operating power
of PEMs reach their upper limit, thus, mainly relying on the ALK electrolyzers and ESS
to dampen system power fluctuations, effectively maintaining system frequency stability.
During these events, the power variation limits for PEM1 and PEM2 range from +0.4 to
−1.6, and for PEM3 from +0.2 to −0.8, allowing for immediate response to system changes.
The power variation limits for ALK1 and ALK2 range from +0.4 to −1.6, with a power
variation rate below 0.1 per second, while for ALK3, the limits range from +0.2 to −0.8,
with a power variation rate below 0.05 per second. Throughout the process, the maximum
frequency deviation of the system remains below 0.15 Hz, with a frequency regulation time
of less than 0.2 s.
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Similarly, when replacing the PEM electrolyzers with ALK electrolyzers for compari-
son, the system response is shown in Figure 6. It can be observed that, when encountering
wind power disturbances, the ALK electrolyzers and ESS can mitigate the power variations
in the system, maintaining the system frequency as stable. However, when large load
disturbances occur, such as at 4 s, when the system load power suddenly drops, due to the
limited dynamic response speed of the ALK electrolyzers, their power can only increase
slowly. To absorb the excess power in the system and maintain system frequency stability,
the charging power of the ESS quickly rises, followed by a slow decline as the power of
the ALK electrolyzers increases. During this process, the maximum frequency deviation
of the system reaches 0.2 Hz, and the frequency regulation time exceeds 1 s, indicating
that the frequency stability of the system is not as good, as shown in Figure 5. Moreover,
to maintain system stability, the maximum charging power of the ESS reaches 2.5 p.u,
significantly higher than the 0.8 p.u shown in Figure 5. Compared with Figure 5, the
all-ALK-electrolyzer W2H system has inferior ability to face the load step disturbance
frequency, and the frequency stability of the system is also poor. The conclusions drawn
can be similarly derived in Section 3.1 after comparison.
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4. Discussion

The simulation results in Figures 3–6 demonstrate the effectiveness and benefit of
the proposed PEM/ALK electrolyzer coordinated control scheme in stabilizing the W2H
islanded microgrid. By leveraging the dynamic response characteristics of the PEM and
ALK electrolyzers [3,33], the system can consume wind power in time while maintaining
frequency stability in the face of both small disturbances and large disturbances caused by
wind power and loads in the system. Some parameters of the results are shown in Table 2.
Compared with the traditional system with all ALK electrolyzers, the frequency deviation
of PEM/ALK electrolyzer coordinated control is reduced by 25% and the regulation time
is shortened by 80%, showing that PEM/ALK electrolyzer coordinated control has better
dynamic response capability and can better support the frequency stability of the system.
In addition, the system using PEM/ALK electrolyzer coordinated control requires less
ESS power than the conventional systems, indicating that this control can reduce the ESS
investment in the W2H system. If the cost of the ESS is higher than the cost difference
between the PEM and ALK electrolyzers, further optimization of PEM and ALK electrolyzer
configurations in this simulation will result in lower hydrogen production costs.

Table 2. Comparison of the parameters of PEM/ALK electrolyzers and all-ALK- electrolyzer control
schemes in the two scenarios.

Scenario Parameters PEM/ALK All ALK

Under wind power
disturbance

Max frequency deviation (Hz) 0.01 0.02
Max absolute ESS power (p.u) 0 0.5

Under large load
disturbance

Max frequency deviation (Hz) 0.15 0.2
Max absolute ESS power (p.u) 0.8 2.5

Max regulation time (s) 0.2 1

Considering the complexity of the electrolyzer’s start–stop process, the safety of the
hydrogen production process, and its impact on the system’s economy [2,3], it is commonly
assumed that all electrolyzers in the system are operating normally and are kept running
continuously [15]. Therefore, upper and lower limits are set for the power variation of
the electrolyzers and the ESS is added to ensure the stable operation of the system. Since
operating the electrolyzers at the rated power maximizes hydrogen production efficiency,
and repeated fluctuations in electrolyzer power can reduce hydrogen production efficiency,
the optimal control in the result is to initiate power changes in the electrolyzers with
smaller ratings first. These conditions are all derived from comprehensive consideration
of actual production and reflected in simulation, thus possessing practical reference value
for production.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, through analyzing the performance and economic characteristics of
different electrolyzers, a coordinated hydrogen production scheme of PEM and ALK elec-
trolyzers is proposed by leveraging the superior dynamic response characteristics of PEM
electrolyzers and the lower hydrogen production cost of ALK electrolyzers. This scheme
aims to realize wind power consumption and frequency regulation through electrolyzers,
which have more advantages in efficiency and cost in hydrogen production than schemes
relying on the ESS and wind power standby. Based on the PEM/ALK electrolyzer coordi-
nated control and considering the advantages and disadvantages of different controls, MPC
for a large-scale W2H islanded microgrid is defined for system frequency regulation, and
the operating conditions and constraints of each component are considered. The results
of this study show that the system with the PEM/ALK electrolyzer coordinated control
can not only flexibly accommodate fluctuating wind power but also support the system’s
frequency in the face of disturbances. Compared with the traditional system with all ALK
electrolyzers, the frequency deviation of this system is reduced by 25%, the regulation time
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is shortened by 80%, and the demand for the ESS is reduced. The simulation result vali-
dates the effectiveness of MPC and the benefits of the PEM/ALK electrolyzer coordinated
hydrogen production scheme.

This proposed hydrogen production system can help absorb wind power and respond
quickly, directly supporting grid stability and indirectly improving the efficiency and
cost of hydrogen production. The ESS power demand of the solution is lower than that
of other solutions. Therefore, when the frequency regulation capacity is equal and the
PEM/ALK electrolyzer configuration is optimal, this scheme can reduce the scale of the ESS
in the system, and lower the investment cost of the ESS, thus reducing the overall cost of
hydrogen production if the ESS cost is higher than the PEM/ALK electrolyzer differential.
Moreover, considering the actual production conditions, such as the minimum supply
demand for hydrogen, each module is constrained, which is of scientific significance and
has practical application value for the safe and economical production of the large-scale
green hydrogen industry.

As future work, optimization of PEM and ALK electrolyzer configuration in the
system and improvements to MPC will be investigated to achieve the best economic and
control performance while fulfilling the functions mentioned above. On the other hand,
by approaching the actual production situation more closely, such as integrating areas
like hydrogen storage and chemical production, we can research hydrogen production
strategies in more complex systems.
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Nomenclature

Symbol Name Unit
f System frequency
∆ f Frequency deviation
H Generator inertia constant
D Load-damping coefficient
∆PG Generator power deviation
∆PE Energy storage system power deviation
∆Pw Wind power deviation
∆PPEM,a PEM electrolyzer power deviation
∆PALK,b ALK electrolyzer power deviation
KE Charge and discharge coefficient
KPEM,a Dynamic response coefficient of PEM electrolyzers
KALK,b Dynamic response coefficient of ALK electrolyzers
TE Time constant of energy storage system
TPEM,a Time constant of PEM electrolyzers
TALK,b Time constant of ALK electrolyzers
U Control signal
Q f Weight on the input signal
QU Weight on the output signal
p Prediction horizons
c Control horizons
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Appendix A. System Parameters

Parameters Value Parameters Value

D 1 TALK1, TALK2, TALK3 0.02
H 0.1 Kg 1
R 2.5 KE 20
Tg 1 KPEM1, KPEM2, KPEM3 30
TE 0.03 KALK1, KALK2, KALK3 30

TPEM1, TPEM2, TPEM3 0.02 Ts 0.001
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